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INTRO
In 1996 Jan Udo Holey,
better known by the
pseudonym Jan van Helsing,
proclaimed in an interview
with ZeitenSchrift, a magazine
for more quality and truth in
life: “The time of hushing up
is over!” Jan van Helsing
is a bestselling author of
numerous books of enlightenment. In the interview he
explained how he came up
with the pseudonym he uses:
“In Bram Stoker’s novel
ˌDraculaˈ, Professor van
Helsing represents the
vampire hunter who in the
end hunts down the vampire.
In my books I reveal machinations that are taking place
behind the scenes. And
somehow these structures
can be compared to vampires,
because they live at the
expense of others and rip off
both the common man and
the state and rake in their
money. An interesting aspect
of the story of Bram Stoker
is that van Helsing does not
destroy the vampire Dracula
with an oak stake, as is
common in the vampire
business, but exposes him to
the sunlight, where Dracula
turns to dust. This is also the
symbolism in the pseudonym,
not to destroy the power
structures by fighting, but by
exposing their deeds. Where
there is light the shadows
must give way. [...]”
May this VnC bring more
light into the dark areas of
current world affairs! [1]
The Editors (brm.)

The myth of Iran’s
“rapid nuclear
dd/mb. Three days after the that 220,000 people have been breakthrough”
The murder of Soleimani
and the myth of the “fight against terrorism”
assassination of the Iranian
Major General Qasem Soleimani
on January 3rd, 2020 at Baghdad
airport in Iraq, Swiss Radio and
Television SRF quoted US
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo:
He was confident that the Iraqis
would continue to welcome the
US presence to fight terrorism
on their behalf. “Fight terrorism?!” Shouldn’t this make our
alarm bells ring? Not so for
SRF and the other media
brought into line. Here are
some facts about the alleged
“War on Terror”: In 2015 the
medical association Physicians
for Social Responsibility (PSR)
published a groundbreaking
study to identify the victims of
the “War on Terror”. The PSR
study concluded that about one
million people were killed as a
direct or indirect result of the
US-led war in Iraq, explicitly
stressing that the actual number
could be much higher. For
Afghanistan, the PSR calculated

killed since the US invasion in
2001 and 80,000 in Pakistan.
In addition, according to the
Bureau of Investigative Journalism, Obama’s illegal drone
war in Pakistan, Afghanistan,
Somalia and Yemen resulted in
another 5,435 deaths. Therefore
there is no doubt that the socalled “fight against terrorism”
caused many more deaths than
terrorism itself, which was
fought only superficially. Thus
the “War on Terror” turns out
to be the actual terrorism and the
question arises whether the goal
is really fighting terrorism or
whether other covert objectives
are being pursued. According
to the free economic journalist
F. William Engdahl, the “War
on Terror” in reality is a war
against Islam. And this would
just be a means to an end in a
much more important project:
ensuring America’s threatened
supremacy and their military
presence in the world. [2]

rs. Thomas Roeper, well-founded
media critic and operator of
the German-speaking website
‘anti-spiegel.ru’, incessantly exposes the one-sided propaganda
reporting of the German magazine ‘Der Spiegel’. In his article
of November 14th, 2019 he
wrote: “On November 7th, 2019
‘Der Spiegel’ quoted US Secretary of State Pompeo when he
warned of an allegedly ‘rapid
nuclear breakthrough’ from Iran.
The problem is that this is pure
propaganda, as ‘Der Spiegel’ also
knows. To build an atomic bomb,
uranium must be enriched to
over 90 percent. However, Iran
is far from that. According to
information from the Iranian
government, uranium is only
enriched up to 20 percent at the
plant in the Iranian Fordo. At
the same time, it is ensured that
it will not be enriched any further,
because Iran still allows inspections by the International Atomic
Energy Agency. So Iran is still
completely transparent. To speak
Syria: OPCW falsified report on poison gas attack of the danger of an atomic bomb
mab. On April 7th, 2018, there poison gas attack has not yet is thus pure repetition of US
was a poison gas attack in the been conclusively investigated propaganda and has nothing to
Syrian city of Duma, which by the international and suppos- do with journalism.” [3]
was immediately blamed on edly independent Organization
the Syrian President Assad. for the Prohibition of Chemical could still be pilloried. On April,
The West, under the leadership Weapons (OPCW). The OPCW 16th 2019, a whistleblower*
of the USA, reacted to this with submitted its final report in accused the OPCW of having
a retaliatory strike and fired March 2019. With regard to the falsified the final report in
over 100 cruise missiles at use of poison gas, the report order to get the result desired
Syrian targets. This happened, was not conclusive, but it was by the West. On November 23rd,
despite the fact that the alleged formulated in a way that Assad
Continued on page 2
Sources: [1] www.zeitenschrift.com/artikel/jan-van-helsing-die-totschweigephase-ist-vorbei | www.zeitenschrift.com/
artikel/jan-van-helsing-es-ist-ganz-wichtig-die-massen-aufzuklaeren [2] www.kla.tv/15503 | www.psr.org/wpcontent/uploads/2018/05/body-count.pdf [3] www.kla.tv/15352 | www.anti-spiegel.ru/2019/eu-versagt-vollstaendig-beimiranischen-atomabkommen-die-medien-verdrehen-die-tatsachen/
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2019, the whistle-blowing
platform Wikileaks reported
another whistleblower. On
December 16th, 2019, it became
clear that there is already a
third whistleblower at the
OPCW. This is a scientist who
worked on site and who
accuses the OPCW of having
written in its report the
opposite of what the so-called
Fact-Finding Mission has found
out on site. It is a huge scandal
that hardly any article about the
fake OPCW report can be
found in the mainstream media.
[4]

Double moral standards of the West
on the example of freedom of the press

Switzerland: shortage
of skilled workers could
r./br. In a resolution, the EU applied such a law to the be solved domestically

rb. In an information leaflet
published by the Independent
Party Committee of Information
(Parteiunabhängiges Informationskomitee, PIKOM), Sabina
Geissbuehler-Strupler, Grand
Councillor of the Swiss canton
of Berne, questions the argument
that we are dependent on the
influx of foreign specialists due
to a domestic shortage of skilled
workers: “Shortage of skilled
workers is a catchword that has
been around for some time.
Professions with high qualifications are particularly affected,
*Informant, unveiler, someone revealing
according to a study by the ETH
a scandal. A person who brings imporZurich. On the other hand – in
tant information from a secret or protected context to the general public.
relation to the Canton of Berne
– we note that the number of
Popular vote in Switzerland: Say NO to the extended censorship law
students at the university has
rg./mb. On 02/09/2020, the by the lawyer Prof. Dr. Isabelle the alternative of either placing increased by about 135 percent,
Swiss people voted on whether Haener. There were 38 factual children with married same-sex from about 7,500 to 17,500
the anti-racism penal norm and fictitious cases presented to couples or discontinuing their between 1980 and 2015, while
should be extended by the term her for assessment which could services. Their belief that chil- the number of inhabitants has
“sexual orientation”. Homosexual possibly lead to a conviction in dren are best cared for by a remained more or less the same.
and bisexual people should thus the future. According to the father and mother would thus Based on these figures, there
be better protected from hatred expert opinion, the expected be indirectly criminalized. Even should not really be a shortage
and discrimination. Opponents encroachment on the freedom a dating agency platform where of skilled workers! Obviously,
point out that criminal law of conscience, belief and trade one can only search for partners there is a lot going wrong!
already provides sufficient legal by paragraph 5 of the racism of the opposite sex would have Should not the choice of courses
bases to defend oneself against criminal norm, the so-called to expect consequences under to study be better regulated? Or
defamation, insult, threat, libel “refusal to perform”, would be the penal code. For the preser- do we leave it to endless freedom
or slander. In a 11/27/2019 particularly serious. Here are vation of freedom of expression! of choice for students to study
press release, the voting com- two representative examples: No to the extended censorship courses that produce unemmittee “No to this censorship The operators of a private adop- law! [6]
ployed academics and then bring
law” referred to a legal opinion tion service could be faced with
in specialists from abroad?” [7]
Parliament has called on Russia
to abolish a law on foreign agents.
This law obliges organizations
that are politically active in
Russia and are financed from
abroad to register as “foreign
agents” and to clearly identify
themselves as “foreign agents” in
their publications. How doublefaced the EU Parliament’s demand is, is reflected by the fact
that it does not make the same
demand to the USA, where an
even stricter law has existed for
80 years. While the Russian
channel Russia Today had to
register in the USA as a foreign
agent and is severely obstructed
in its work, Russia, has not

“I disapprove of what you say,
but I will defend
to the death your right to say it.”
Voltaire (1694-1778),
actually: François-Marie Arouet, Fr. philosopher and author

Deutsche Welle channel despite
the station openly called for antigovernment demonstrations in
Russia, which a Russian media
outlet in a Western country
would rather not dare to do.
The obvious double moral
standards of the West become
particularly clear in this case:
While the West interferes in
internal affairs anywhere at
will and refers to resistance as
“restriction of freedom of the
press and freedom of opinion”,
it massively restricts freedom
of the press itself when the
press supports a dissenting
opinion. [5]

Closing Point ●
“Let us never forget: Words and thoughts have wings –
they spread invisibly and are unstoppable, and everyone
who thinks along the same lines reinforces their power.
Every turn for the better began with a bold thought that just
would not go away.”
Benjamin & Ursula Seiler in the editorial of the 100th anniversary issue,
which they have published continuously since 1993.

Sources: [4] www.anti-spiegel.ru/2019/whistleblower-zeigen-auf-wie-der-westen-die-organisation-fuer-das-verbot-chemischer-waffen-politisiert/ | www.antispiegel.ru/2019/giftgas-angriff-im-syrischen-duma-whistleblower-werfen-opwc-faelschungen-des-abschlussberichtes-vor/ [5] www.anti-spiegel.ru/2019/
pressefreiheit-das-eu-parlament-zeigt-die-doppelmoral-des-westens-auf/ | www.anti-spiegel.ru/2019/das-russische-aussenministerium-ueber-die-einschraenkungender-pressefreiheit-im-westen/ [6] www.kla.tv/15576 | www.zensurgesetz-nein.ch/rechtsgutachten-bestaetigt-erweiterte-rassismus-strafnorm-kollidiert-mit-meinungsgewissens-und-gewerbefreiheit/ [7] www.pikom.ch/pdf/2018-03.pdf S. 5
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